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EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 
 
CEESA’s SWARM experiment proposes to validate a service that enables manufacturers and retailers to  
efficiently  manage  distributed  warehouses  in  the  scenario  of  new  added-value services for e-commerce 
business model.  
The SWARM main challenges were 1) the op�miza�on of the mul�ple warehouses management, some of 
them virtual since the products in transit are owned by the manufacturer or distributor �ll the moment the 
client accepts them, 2) the integra�on with enterprise management tools and  3)  the  efficient  
interoperability  with management  tools of  different  logis�c  agents within the supply chain, including 
logis�c agents and carriers. 
 

 
 

TECHNICAL IMAPCT 
 
The  SWARM  experiment  solu�on  is  mainly  based  in  the  use  of  one FIWARE  component,  the Orion  
Context  Broker. It  relies  on  the  open  source  MongoDB  technology  and  will  receive  the request using 
the NGSI communica�on protocol to manage the context informa�on about the context en��es of the 
experiment, as requested in the Open Standards for Context Informa�on Management of FIWARE.  
The SWARM experiment has been useful to demonstrate that MIDIH technology can be actually instrumental 
in delivering very significant business KPI improvements, and specifically: 

 a   be�er    connec�on    between resource management  tools  and the  rest  of  the  actors  involved  
in the delivery have improved the data exchange      and      reduce      the incidences, with a reduc�on   
of   delivery incidences around 20%.  

 real  �me  access  to  physical  and virtual   stock   level   of   an   item, enables a correct management 
of the  products  availability  for  sales and deliveries, avoiding stock break by 25% 

 Automa�on     of     labelling     via  courier’s web     services,     and  providing a return label to 
clients, reduce   the   labelling   �mes   and  improve   quality   of   service   for clients’ sa�sfac�on, 
with a reduc�on of labelling �me by 20% 

 
ECONOMICAL/BUSINESS IMPACT 
 
To bring the product to the market CEESA will have to differen�ate from exis�ng compe�tors. CEESA strategy 
is to enable the increased flexibility offered by MIDIH technology enablers and architecture, but also to 
address the need of small and medium enterprise marker; where the company already holds a strong  
posi�on. 
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